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ew Year’s day found Heather and I on
Skye enjoying the hospitality of old
friends. On the same day last year we
had enjoyed a walk on Ben Tianavaig,
the delightful hill overlooking Portree that featured
in a recent television programme by Cameron
McNeish. The weather this year wasn’t as good and I
found myself sheltering in an otter hide! We were on
a low level walk through the woods along the coast
just north of Broadford with views over Camus na
Sgianadin, a sheltered shell filled bay.
In truth however the New Year’s weather was kind
compared to some we have experienced over the
period. We had joined up with the same friends for a
trip to the Lake District at the beginning of
November and that seemed to be the signal for the
beginning of the storms. We were fortunate to drive

down just before the road was flooded but were
completely housebound on the next day. We had a
walk around the flooded fields in the Elterwater area
the next day before we returned home.

In an otter hide

Pam Davison
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The bad weather continued through January and I
restricted my activities to walking locally. I needed a
new small rucksack so I took the bus into the centre
of Glasgow, purchased the sack and walked a route
of about 15 miles home. I have lived in Milton of
Campsie for almost 40 years but had never
previously contemplated a walk home from the
centre of Glasgow! My route took me along the Forth
and Clyde canal towards Bishopbriggs where I
branched off to follow the River Kelvin. By then I
was approaching ‘home ground’ and I left the
Kelvin, initially following core paths, before taking to
the fields leading to the back of my house. I found
the walk surprisingly enjoyable with only about a
mile on roads – and much of that because of my
shopping expedition. A highlight was an exchange
with an elderly gentleman on the canal tow path
overlooking Partick Thistle’s Firhill stadium. He
gave me tales of swimming in the canal in the 1950s
and climbing trees to look into the stadium to see the
matches!
The storms were by now acquiring individual names
and, by the time Henry VIII arrived, Heather and I
had retreated to Kent. On the 4th February we were
walking on the Kent North Downs at Downe in the
vicinity of Charles Darwin’s old house. We followed
tracks that Darwin regularly rode on horseback. The
walk provided me with an excellent excuse, 5 days
later, to order a beer appropriately named after
Darwin’s ship the Beagle. However by this time I
was thousands of miles from Kent and was drinking
my beer at the port of Ushuaia at the southern tip of
Argentina looking out over the Beagle Channel!
I had been considering a trip to Antarctica for a
number of years and the project had assumed
prominence following David Munro’s excellent
Irvine Butterfield lecture on the polar explorer
William Speirs Bruce at the Dundee Mountain Film
Festival in November. Heather was surprised, but
delighted, when I suggested the trip to her and, at
short notice, we made arrangements early in
January. After leaving Kent we flew overnight to
Buenos Aires and spent a day there exploring the
city and a night in a hotel before making the four
hour flight onwards to Ushuaia.
Ushuaia is bordered on the south by the Beagle
Channel and overshadowed inland by the splendour
of the foothills of the Andes. This was my first sight
of any mountains in the Andes and although these
were mere foothills I was very impressed. The main
Andes chain stretches for over 4,000 miles along the

west coast of South America and varies in width
between about 120 and 430 miles. The highest point
in the Andes is Mount Aconcagua which rises to a
height of 6,961 m (22,838 ft). Indeed the Andes have
claims to the world’s highest mountain. The peak of
Chimborazo in the Ecuadorean Andes is farther from
the Earth's centre than any other location on the
Earth's surface as a consequence of the Earth not
being a perfect sphere. The Antarctic Peninsula,
along which we would be sailing, can be considered
to be part of the Andes being connected by a
submarine ridge or spine.
The mountains I viewed inland from Ushuaia were
the Martial mountain range and Mount Olivia and
the Five Brothers. Although these are small in
comparison to the mountains in the main range
(Mount Olivia is only 1,326m rising directly from sea
level) they were enticingly beckoning. Unfortunately
we did not have sufficient time to visit them –
however if anyone else finds themselves in the area,
maybe a consideration?

Mount Olivia and the Five Brothers

After a night spent in a hotel we were at the jetty at
Ushuaia at 4.00pm the next day to board our small
expedition ship for our Antarctic cruise. Our boat,
the Ortelius, took about 100 passengers plus seven
guides/leaders to look after and educate us during
our 10 day trip. The trip was an adventure: in the
first 24 hours the contents of our cabin were spread
across the floor as the drawers, which we should
have locked shut, were flung open and chairs
toppled as violent storm force 11 winds hit the ship
as it crossed Drake’s passage. Heather and I were not
among the 8 passengers who made breakfast the next
morning!
By our third morning we had reached Antarctica
proper. I was up before breakfast filming dramatic
mountains as the sun was rising. The seas were calm
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and whales, seals and penguins were observed. Later
that day we had our first landing. The ship had nine
inflatable zodiac boats each carrying a crew man and
10 passengers. Wellington boats had been allocated
to us (we had given our sizes when booking the
cruise). I was reminded of the foot and mouth
precautions we observed in Scotland in 2001 when
we had to wash our boots before leaving and on
return to the ship. There are strong environmental
protection precautions for Antarctica which, quite
rightly, we had to observe.

Antarctic sunrise

The next few days were magical. We had numerous
landings and trips in the zodiac boats to get close ups
of the wild life, ice bergs and other features. The
landings gave some walking opportunities but most
of the time was spent observing penguin colonies
and seals. When the ship was travelling we spent
time on deck and on the bridge where we were made
very welcome by the crew. From time to time
lectures were given by the guides educating us on
the wildlife we should expect to observe and topics
including Antarctic history covering Amundsen,
Scott and Shackleton. A brief mention was made of
the explorer Henry Worsley, a distant relative of
Frank Worsley the captain of the Shackleton’s ship,
the Endurance. Henry Worsley had died in his
attempt of becoming the first man to cross the
Antarctic unaided just a few days earlier in January.
The former British army officer was just 30 miles
short of completing the record solo crossing and had
covered 913 miles over 71 days on his own, including
passing the South Pole, when he was forced to call
for help after succumbing to exhaustion and severe
dehydration.
All too soon we were back in the UK – tired but
exhilarated after a once in a lifetime experience. I
look back seeing mountains I will never climb and
never revisit. The world is a big place and I still have
home and Scotland.
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